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Heated high-speed subsonic and supersonic jets operating on- or off-design are a source of noise that is not yet fully
understood. Helium–air mixtures can be used to simulate the total temperature ratio of heated jets and hence have
the potential to provide inexpensive and reliable !ow and acoustic measurements. Accurate knowledge of the mean
!ow is a crucial initial step for a complete understanding of the noise generation mechanisms. This study focuses on
providing close comparisons between measured mean !ow properties of helium–air mixture jets and results from
simulations of similarmixed jets as well as heated air jets. Axisymmetric supersonic jets issuing from convergent and
convergent-divergent nozzles are investigated, and the results show good agreement with heated air jet
measurements. The !ow properties are examined in detail to demonstrate the validity of simulating heat with the
addition of helium. Excellent agreement is obtained in the presented data between the numerical predictions and the
experiments, further justifying the helium addition methodology, as well as validating the frozen chemistry model
used in the numerical simulations.

Nomenclature
a = speed of sound
c = speci!c heat
D = nozzle exit diameter
H = enthalpy
M = Mach number
Md = nozzle design Mach number
M1 = acoustic Mach number (Uj=a1)
P = pressure
Pp = pitot pressure
R = gas constant
r = radial direction, coordinate
S = entropy
T = temperature
U = mean velocity
x = downstream direction, coordinate

Greek

! = ratio of speci!c heats
"! = the vorticity thickness
# = normalized radial distance
$ = density
! = mass fraction
% = molar fraction

Subscripts

j = jet exit fully-expanded quantity

t = total or stagnation quantity
1 = local quantity
2 = quantity measured behind the shock created by the

pitot probe
1 = atmospheric quantity

Superscript

air = quantity relating to air
He = quantity relating to helium
heated = quantity relating to heated air
mix = quantity relating to a helium–air mixture

Introduction

M ILITARYaircraft jet engines have noise characteristics much
louder than civilian aircraft due to their very low bypass ratio,

high exhaust temperature, and high exhaust velocities. The high
intensity noise generated by these heated subsonic or supersonic jets
is a health hazard to ground crews as well as an annoyance to
communities in the vicinity of air!elds. This has led to a need for
reduction of jet noise by developing noise suppression mechanisms
that include new nozzle design concepts such as chevrons, corruga-
tions, beveled nozzles, or other nonaxisymmetric geometries.
Research by Tanna et al. [1], Lau [2], Seiner et al. [3], and Tam and
Chen [4] demonstrated that there are signi!cant differences in how
moderately heated supersonic jets generate noise compared with
their unheated counterparts. Mixing noise is present in all jets and is
caused by the coherent and incoherent turbulent structures. Adding
some heating to a supersonic air jet helps to stabilize the instability
waves in the shear layer, butwhen these instabilitywaves travel faster
than the ambient speed of sound, Mach wave radiation occurs in
addition to the mixing noise. Jets operating supersonically and off-
design also exhibit shock noise which is dominant in the upstream
direction.

To study jets under realistic engine operating conditions, heating is
required so that the convection velocity of the turbulent structures is
supersonic and the effects of Mach wave radiation can be measured.
In practical terms, a heated jet facility involves signi!cant complexity
and expense. To avoid this, the low density and high velocity of hot
jets have been simulated in previous studies [5–7] by using a gas of
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lower density than air, like helium. By using a helium–air mixture, it
becomes possible to simulate either the density or the acoustic
velocity of a heated jet without having to heat the air. Although there
are some differences between an actual heated jet and the preceding
described simulated experiment, the major features of the noise
generation process seem well represented and lead to satisfactory
results in previous studies [5–7]. However, as noise reduction
concepts are being investigated, with increasing demand on the
accuracy of the acoustic and "ow measurements, a detailed
assessment of the limits of the simulation of hot air jets with helium–
air mixtures needs to be made. The present study investigates the
details of the mean "ow properties of both heated and heat-simulated
jets, using a combination of experimental measurements and
computational "uid dynamics (CFD) simulations. Experiments
performed with cold, pure air jets and with helium–air mixtures
highlight the effects of simulated heat on the jet "ow properties.
Numerical results with cold and heated pure air jets as well as
helium–air mixture jets are used to assess the validity of the helium
addition to properly simulate heating.

Approach
The purpose of this study is to provide detailed comparisons

between the mean "ow properties of helium–air mixture jets with
heated jets. A short description of the simulation of heated jets with a
helium–air mixture is presented. Then the experimental and
computational approaches are described.

Simulating Heating with Helium–Air Mixtures

The temperature of the jet "ow has substantial effects on the
resultant noise. A heated jet has different physical characteristics
than a cold jet, due to the increase in jet exit velocity and decrease in
jet density. To make acoustic measurements of a heated jet,
considerable cost and safety issues are a concern in laboratory
facilities. An alternative to heating the jet is to create a jet "ow that is
unheated but has similar properties that correspond to a heated jet.
This avoids the power, infrastructure, and operating cost require-
ments of a heated jet facility [8]. This is accomplished by mixing
heliumwith air. Heliumwas chosen for its low density, high acoustic
velocity, and the fact that it is an inert gas that is inexpensive to obtain
and handle. This methodology was developed at the Pennsylvania
State University by Kinzie and McLaughlin [6] and Doty and
McLaughlin [5]. A similar methodology is being used by
Papamoschou [7] at the University of California Irvine. For acoustic
measurements the quantities that need to be matched between a
helium–air and heated jet are the ratio of acoustic velocities aj=a1
and the ratio of jet densities $j=$1.Matching both of these quantities
will ensure that the fully-expanded Mach numbers and other nozzle
exit properties of both jets are the same. A consequence is that the
nozzle pressure ratio between the two conditions is slightly different
due to variations of the ratios of speci!c heat ! between air and a
helium–air mixture.

An experiment can be conducted to match both quantities if
helium is mixed with the ambient air in the anechoic chamber as
mentioned by Kinzie andMcLaughlin [6], however, this approach is
impractical. One needs to choose whether to perform an experiment
matching the density or acoustic velocity if the ambient exhaust
medium can not bemodi!ed. In prior experimental work byDoty and
McLaughlin [5], the two parameter matching methods were
investigated, with direct comparisons to heated air measurements.
Only very small variations in the acoustic spectrum were observed
and were of the same order of magnitude as the experimental
uncertainty of the measurements. More recent careful comparisons
[9] with measurements performed in other facilities have shownvery
good agreement when matching the acoustic velocity of the helium–
air jet to that of a heated jet. Therefore, matching of the acoustic
velocity is chosen for the experimental and numerical results
presented in this study, meaning the mixture properties are de!ned
such that
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Experimental Approach

Experimental measurements of the mean "ow properties are
performed using pitot probes within the jet plume. The schematic
diagram presented in Fig. 1a shows the nomenclature used for the
"ow quantities around a single probe. The subscript " #2 indicates the
properties just downstream of the normal shock portion of the shock
wave, immediately upstream of the pitot probe, and the subscript " #1
indicates the local properties ahead of the shock. Figures 1b and 1c
show photographs of the pitot probes used for the measurements. It
consists of a rake of !ve probes of outer diameter 0.6 mm (0.025 in.)
and inner diameter 0.25 mm (0.01 in.). Apart from this new probe
rake, the overall experimental setup is the same as the one described
in Miller et al. [10].

The pitot pressurePp, can be used to!nd avalue for the localMach
numberM1. Wherever the "ow is supersonic, a shock forms in front
of the probe, and Pp is equal to the total pressure behind the shock,
Pt2.M1 is then calculated using the Rayleigh pitot formula shown in
Eq. (2). Wherever the "ow is subsonic, there is no shock ahead of the
probe, thus Pp is equal to Pt1 and the isentropic "ow formula of
Eq. (3) can be used. Since the jets evaluated in this study are fully-
expanded, the static pressure P1 can be assumed to be constant and
equal to the ambient static pressure P1 everywhere within the jet. A
more detailed description of this processing is presented in Miller
et al. [10] as well as some detailed comparisons between simulations
and experimental measurements for pure (and unheated) air jets:
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Attempting to perform this calculation in a helium–air mixture jet
leads to a complication: the mass concentration of helium!He

1 is not
constant within themixing layer, leading to "uctuations of properties
such as the local speci!c heat ratio !1 across the jet. Since no
measurement of the species concentration is available within such
high-speed jets, an analytical approach needs to be used in order to
yield estimates of the gas constitution. This approach detailed in the
Appendix, leads to the conclusion that the mass concentration of
helium varies in direct proportion with the local velocity.

The processing of the experimental data is performed with
MATLAB. The pitot pressurePp is used for producing an estimate of
the local Mach numberM1 by using !j and Tj everywhere within the
jet. Equation (2) (Rayleigh pitot formula) is !rst used for that
purpose. In the regions where subsonic conditions exist, Eq. (3)

Fig. 1 The experimental setup showing a) schematic diagram of a pitot
pressure probe in a freestream !ow, b) detailed view of the pitot rake at
the exit plane of a round nozzle, and c) pitot setup.
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(isentropic "ow formula) is used instead for a better estimate ofM1.
Next an approximation of the local velocity is obtained, and from it
the local static temperature, T1 is computed using the Crocco
relation. A better estimate of the velocity is then computed using the
re!ned T1. Then the mass and molar concentration of the species are
evaluated, leading to an estimate for the local speci!c heat ratio and
gas constant of the mixture. A re!ned velocity is computed from
these values and the process is repeated until it converges to the !nal
values for the local velocity U1 and temperature T1. Any other local
property of the "ow can be computed from these. The overall
processing methodology is summarized in the "ow chart of Fig. 2.

Computational Approach
In the previous section the experimental method and approach to

!nd !eld-variables from helium–air jets is described. A numerical
approach to !nd the same !eld-variables at the same spatial locations
is discussed here. This numerical approach uses the Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations, which are numerically
integrated until a steady solution is achieved with the NPARC
Alliance Wind-US 2.0 solver. Wind-US was developed by the
NPARC Alliance which is a partnership between NASA Glenn
Research Center and the U.S. Air Force Arnold Engineering
Development Center, and additional contributors. A large number of
validation cases of a broad range of "ow-regimes have been made
with the Wind-US solver by the NPARC Alliance. Wind-US can
solve theEuler orNavier–Stokes equations in conjunctionwithmany
different turbulence models on structured or unstructured multiblock
domains. It also has the ability to perform the computations in serial
or parallel using the message passing interface or the parallel virtual
machine. The Menter [11] shear stress transport (SST) turbulence
model is used in the present simulations for both heated air and
helium–airmixtures to close the steadyRANSequations. In addition,
transport equations are solved for each species of the"ow. In this case
a helium, oxygen, and nitrogen mixture is chosen to represent the
helium–air mixture. The traditional ideal gas model is also used for
corresponding heated air simulationswith a constant !. The turbulent
Prandtl number is set in all simulations at 0.90 and Sct is set as 0.70.

GenerallyCFD simulations of jets use ideal gas such as air because
corresponding laboratory measurements use unheated or heated air.
Often CFD simulations assume that the gas constant and ratio of
speci!c heats are constant. Unfortunately, this assumption does not

allow for the variation of the thermodynamic quantities inside and
outside the nozzle, where they differ because of the large temperature
differences. In aircraft jet engines the combustion process adds
additional species to air, also changing the thermodynamic
quantities. Simulation of these combustion reactions is computa-
tionally expensive. In conventional aircraft engines the majority of
the combustion process is complete when the gas reaches the nozzle
inlet, therefore, a frozen chemistry model can be used. The
assumption can also be made, as discussed in the Appendix, that
diffusion is the only mechanism that changes the species concen-
tration. Similar assumptions were made by Yoder et al. [12] with
comparisons between the effects of using a ideal gas (air), ideal gas
mixtures, and a frozen exhaust gas mixture for subsonic and
supersonic jets.

In a helium–air mixture jet there is no combustion process and the
number of species is relatively small compared with those produced
in an aircraft engine. Since the helium–air mixture properties are
known in the experiments and the onlymixing occurs upstreamof the
nozzle, the mass species concentration is well known at the nozzle
outlet. Far outside of the jet, the gas mixture corresponds to ambient
air. Since no chemical process occurs in the shear layer of the jet, and
mixing is mainly produced by turbulence, a frozen chemistry model
is used in Wind-US.

Wind-US has the ability to perform reacting"ow calculationswith
a preexisting chemistry model that is initialized with the addition of a
keyword in the Wind-US input !le. Frozen chemistry modeling is
used for the helium–air simulations presented in this study, but not
for the heated air simulations. Additional inputs required by the
chemistry module consist of the species concentration in the far-!eld
and at the in"ow boundary at the nozzle inlet. The full implement-
ation of the frozen chemistry module and associated transport
equations without reaction sources can be found in the Wind-US
documentation [13] or the Wind-US developer’s reference.

Wind-US has a number of standard chemistry packages that
contain various models of standard molecules. Unfortunately, none
of these packages contain information for the element helium. An
external chemistry!le, developed by JooKyungSuh of theRaytheon
Corporation, contains the species helium along with the two most
abundant elements in air, oxygen and nitrogen. The chemistry !le
contains the thermodynamic coef!cients of the three species, derived
from McBride et al. [14] where three curves are de!ned for each
species. These curves describe the speci!c heat at constant pressure,
enthalpy, and entropy over a given range of temperatures in terms of
coef!cients ai andbi. The range of temperature for the three curves is
from 200 to 20,000 K. Thermodynamic values de!ned by McBride
et al. [14] based on the coef!cients in the helium–air chemistry !le
are

cp=R! a1T
%2 $ a2T

%1 $ a3 $ a4T $ a5T
2

$ a6T
3 $ a7T

4 $ a8T
5 (4)

H="RT# ! %a1T
%2 $ a2T

%1 ln T $ a3 $ a4T=2$ a5T
2=3

$ a6T
3=4$ a7T

4=5$ a8T
5=6$ b1=T (5)

S=R! b2 % a1T
%2=2 % a2T

%1 $ a3 ln T $ a4T $ a5T
2=2

$ a6T
3=3$ a7T

4=4$ a8T
5=5 (6)

where cp is the speci!c heat at constant pressure,H is the enthalpy,R
is the universal gas constant, S is the entropy, and T is the
temperature. The chemistry !le also contains the reaction rate
coef!cients for the three species with which Wind-US calculates the
forward and backward reaction rates if necessary. Since only a three
species model is available, other species that are typically present in
small quantity in air, such as argon, are ignored.A similar assumption
was made successfully by Yoder et al. [12]. The frozen chemistry
model of a helium–air mixture has not been tested on high-speed
subsonic or supersonic on- or off-design jets before. These

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the pitot measurement processing.
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simulations represent the !rst steady helium–air mixture jet
simulations for this "ow regime that the authors are aware of.

Axisymmetric simulations are conducted, using computational
grids developed to match the geometry of the nozzles used for the
experiments, as described in more details in a previous study [10].
The axisymmetric form of the governing equations are solved. Two
computational grids are used for this study. The !rst is for the
converging nozzle, Md ! 1:0 and the second is for the converging-
diverging nozzle, Md ! 1:5. The computational domain extends 75
D from the nozzle exit in the downstream direction, 50 D from the
nozzle exit in the radial direction, and 5D upstream from the nozzle
inlet. Initial iterations are performed using a constant Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy number of 0.50 and then explicit Euler time
stepping using a constant time step is used until the L2 residual
remains constant and a visual inspection of the solution appears
steady. TheL2 residual is a global measure of the residual error of the
governing equations of the "ow!eld. Grid independence studies are
performed by using every other grid point in the computational
domain in both the streamwise and radial directions. No difference in
the steady solution between the sequenced (every other grid point
used) and unsequenced grid is apparent in any of the solutions.
The boundary layer at the nozzle exit is fully resolved by setting the
!rst grid point in the viscous sublayer region using y$ ! 1, where
y$ is the coordinate of the viscous wall layer using average
conditions [15].

Boundary conditions for the simulations consist of a downstream
out"ow in the streamwise direction allowing the "ow to exit the
computational domain. This assumes that the out"ow is subsonic and
the free-!eld pressure is set as the ambient pressure. Freestream
boundary conditions are speci!ed in the free-!eld where a small
uniform "ow at M1 ! 0:001 is assumed for stability and the total
ambient pressure is equal to the downstream static pressure. A
standard axisymmetric boundary condition, which is essentially an
inviscid wall, lies on the centerline at y=D! 0. Heat transfer is not
considered in the study and adiabatic no-slip wall boundary
conditions are used on the nozzle surface. Finally, the upstream
boundary condition for the nozzle inlet speci!es the total pressure
and total temperature of the jet with an initial inletM ! 0:15 normal
to the inlet plane. The inletMmay "uctuate and the total values of P
and T are held constant. Full details of the computational grids and
boundary conditions used in this simulation can be found in Miller
et al. [10]. The numerical implementation and mathematical
development are shown in Nelson and Power [16]. These boundary
conditions are suf!cient for a steady solution to be foundwhen using
an ideal gas. Some of the simulations use a helium–air mixture, and
thus the mass concentration of the helium species is needed at the
freestream and inlet boundary conditions. In the freestream the mass
concentration of helium is zero and at the nozzle inlet the mass
concentration is set tomatch the acoustic velocity at the nozzle exit as
discussed earlier. When helium–air simulations are performed total
temperature ratio "TTR# ! 1:0 at the nozzle inlet.

Summary of Jet Operating Conditions
Experimental measurements are performed in the Pennsylvania

State University jet noise facility with cold pure air and helium–air
mixture jets. CFD simulations are performed using Wind-US for
both heated jets and the corresponding helium–air mixtures. The jet

conditions experimentally and numerically investigated are
summarized in Table 1.

Two nozzles are used for the experimental measurements: a
contoured, purely converging (design Mach number Md ! 1:0)
nozzle and a converging-diverging nozzle designed with the method
of characteristics to operate shock-free at a design Mach number
Md ! 1:5. The coordinates of these nozzles are imported directly
into theGridgen software to create the computational domains for the
corresponding Wind-US simulations.

Results
This section presents experimental and numerical results from the

jet conditions summarized in Table 1. The streamwise velocities at
two traverse locations, x=D! 4 and x=D! 8, for both theMj ! 0:9
andMj ! 1:5 jets at all temperature ratios are shown !rst, in Figs. 3
and 4. The numerical predictions at TTR! 1 are obtained with pure
air, while the predictions of the TTR! 2:2 and TTR! 3:6 cases are
obtained with both heated air and helium air mixtures. Experimental
results are plotted as symbols, numerical results with heated air as
solid lines, and numerical results with helium–air mixtures as dashed
line. The !rst observation that can be made is that the numerical
results from both methods collapse extremely well. This illustrates
that there are little differences between the predicted velocity pro!le
of a heated air jet and the corresponding helium–air jet. This
demonstrates that the helium–air mixture provides velocity pro!les
that are similar to the corresponding heated jet condition. The
experimentally determined velocity pro!les also show good agree-
ment with the numerical predictions. However, small discrepancies
appear in the inner part of the mixing layer, where the experiments
generally show lower velocity than the numerical results. CFD
results of high-speed subsonic jets demonstrate lowermixing close to
the nozzle exit relative to experimental data. In supersonic jets near
Mj ! 1:5, compressibility effects lower the mixing rate in the
experiment, that in turn agree better with CFD results. These
discrepancies are more visible in the nondimensionalized plots
presented later. The centerline velocity obtained from both the CFD
and the pitot measurements increases with increasing (simulated)
TTR for a jet of given M. These velocities match the theoretical
values presented in Table 1. In the region of the outer part of the jet,
r=D & 0:6, the effects of helium (or heat) addition on the velocity
pro!le is much less dramatic: the increase in velocity is very slight,
and the curves quickly merge into one velocity pro!le. This is in
agreement with measurements performed by Lau [2] with laser
velocimetry inMj ! 0:5 heated jets of different temperature ratios.

It was also found by Lau et al. [17] that the nondimensionalized
velocity pro!les for isothermal jets show similarity if plotted as a
function of the normalized radial distance # ! "r % r0:5#=x, where
r0:5 is the radial location from the centerline that satis!es
U=Uj ! 0:5. The velocity magnitudes are normalized by the fully-
expanded velocity. In this work the velocities are normalized by
# ! "r % r0:5#="!, where "! !Umax='dU=dr(min represents the
vorticity thickness. In the work of Lau et al. [17] data was shown to
follow a Görtler error function pro!le:

U1=Uj !
1

2
'1 % erf"&##( (7)

Table 1 Jet operating conditions for the numerical simulations and experiments

Md Mj TTRheated Uj, m=s M1 Tj %He
j , % !He

j , % !mix
j Rmix

j , m2 K=s2 amix
j , m=s

1.0 0.9 1.0 286 0.84 252 0 0 1.4 287 307
1.0 0.9 2.22 427 1.26 240 61.4 18.0 1.53 609 473
1.0 0.9 3.6 543 1.60 236 81.7 38.1 1.59 969 604
1.0 1.47 2.2 626 1.84 186 63.5 19.4 1.54 635 426
1.5 1.5 1.0 427 1.26 203 0 0 1.4 287 285
1.5 1.5 1.62 544 1.60 190 44.7 10.1 1.49 467 363
1.5 1.5 2.22 637 1.87 184 63.7 19.5 1.54 636 423
1.5 1.5 3.6 811 2.39 175 84.1 42.3 1.60 1044 542
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where & is found from a simple empirical formula &!
10:7="1 % 0:273M2

j #, and erf is the error function. Similar measure-
ments by Lau [2] showed the same collapse for heated jets.
Equation (7) is not representative of a solution of the equations of
motion and is not a model of the variation of the velocity in the shear
layer, potential core, or far-!eld. It is an empirical !t to the measured
or simulated velocity that is applicable at various streamwise
locations of the jet. This includes the potential core region just
downstream from the nozzle exit or the fully turbulent region.
Performing a nondimensionalization of both the experimental data
and numerical predictions of this study, shows that these velocity
pro!les are similar, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Both the CFD and the
experimental results collapse across all temperature ranges and are
therefore self-consistent. The helium–air simulation results also
match very closely to the heated air results, providing con!dence in
the chemical frozen module of Wind-US. However, this represent-
ation highlights the discrepancies between the computational results
and the experiments. The experimental results !t closely to an error
function with coef!cient & ! 2:055 for the Mj ! 0:9 jets and & !
2:073 for theMj ! 1:5 jets. On the other hand, the numerical results
are overpredicting the velocity around # !)0:5. This can be
attributed to the limitation of the Menter SST model to correctly
predict the spreading of the jet correctly, as previously discussed
[10].

Because Wind-US has the ability to calculate the mass
concentration of the helium species of the frozen chemistry model
spatially, a direct comparison can be conducted with the experiments
to further validate the assumptions made. The helium mass
concentration values are plotted for both experimental and numerical
data against the local velocity U1 in Fig. 7 at streamwise locations
x=D! 4 and x=D! 8. The experimental measurements are shown

as scatter points and the computations are represented by lines.
Clearly, each set of either numerical or experimental data shows an
almost perfect linear relationship between the velocity and
helium mass concentration. The experimental data were computed
assuming such a relationship existed, following the analysis
described in the Appendix. The fact that the numerical results follow

Fig. 3 Velocity pro"les measured in jets of various TTR at x=D! 4. Heated simulations, helium–air simulations, and experiments are represented by
solid lines, dashed lines, and symbols, respectively: a)Mj ! 0:90 and b) Mj ! 1:50.

Fig. 4 Velocity pro"les measured in jets of various TTR at x=D! 8. Heated simulations, helium–air simulations, and experiments are represented by
solid lines, dashed lines, and symbols, respectively: a)Mj ! 0:90 and b) Mj ! 1:50.

Fig. 5 Nondimensional radial mean velocity pro"les measured in fully-
expanded Mj ! 0:9 jets at x=D! 4 and x=D! 8 of different simulated
temperature ratiosTTR! 1:0,TTR! 2:2, andTTR! 3:6.Heated and
helium–air simulations are solid lines, dots are experimental measure-
ments, and the dashed line is the Görtler function.
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such a relationship also constitute a validation of the result of this
analysis. It is dif!cult to distinguish between the experimental
measurements obtained for different downstream locations of the
same jet condition. This is not the case for the numerical results
which show some discrepancies between different downstream
locations. For the supersonic cases the slopes between the prediction
and experiment match closer than with the subsonic case. At x=D!
4 the predictions match the experiments better relative to x=D! 8.
This can be easily seen in the line plot forMj ! 0:9 and TTR! 3:6.
The trend of the numerical data shows that as the downstream
location is increased the helium concentration decreases with
velocity relative to an upstream location. This is in contrast with the
experimental data. This implies that the turbulent mixing of the
simulations is not as ef!cient as it should be as the experiments show.
The predicted potential core length does not match the experiment,
and is very typical of modern large eddy simulations and steady
RANS simulations, due to the underprediction of the spreading rate
discussed earlier. As a result, this larger centerline velocity creates
the slight discrepancy in the slopes observed in Fig. 7. This
discrepancy is therefore not due to the helium–air frozen chemistry
model, which is still believed to perform adequately.

The helium concentration can also be plotted as a function of the
radial position, as shown in Fig. 8 for the experimental conditions of
Table 1 and the corresponding helium–air mixture simulations. The
values of the helium concentration are shown at the two downstream
measurement locations of x=D! 4 and 8. The agreement on the
centerline, r=D! 0, is very good. This is not the case in the shear
layer region of the heat-simulated cases. This illustrates that the
known quantities at the inlet boundary condition of the nozzle are
speci!ed correctly relative to the known helium concentration in
the plenum of the experimental facility. Outside of the jet in the
entrainment region, the simulations also have captured the
experimental data closely. In the shear layer region the numerical
results are less satisfactory relative to the experimental measure-
ments. This is especially true as the helium concentration increases.
For example for TTR! 3:6 and Mj ! 1:5, at r=D! 0:5 the
simulations under predict the helium concentration by up to 25%
compared with the experiment and by 22% at x=D! 8. As
mentioned before, the turbulence model does not correctly capture
the jet spreading rate, resulting in some discrepancies very similar to
the ones observed in Figs. 3 and 4. These discrepancies are not due to
the additional use of the frozen chemistry model for helium–air
mixtures. The steepened mean-"ow pro!les of the predictions
relative to the experimental results has an effect on the helium mass
concentration.

Cross-stream temperature pro!les of theMj ! 0:9 jets can be seen
in Fig. 9. The solid lines correspond to the static temperature, as
obtained from heated air numerical simulations. The experimental
points correspond to the static temperature as simulated by the local
helium concentration. Similar to the pro!les of U1, the spatial
variables have been normalized by the nozzle diameter D.

Fig. 6 Nondimensional radial mean velocity pro"lesmeasured in fully-
expanded Mj ! 1:5 jets at x=D! 4 and x=D! 8 of different simulated
temperature ratiosTTR! 1:0,TTR! 2:2, andTTR! 3:6.Heated and
helium–air simulations are solid lines, dots are experimental measure-
ments, and the dashed line is the Görtler function.

Fig. 7 Comparisons of the simulated and experimental helium mass
concentration at x=D! 4 and x=D! 8 as a function of u m=s. Helium–
air simulations and experiment are denotes by lines and circles,
respectively. Data at x=D! 4 is represented by solid lines and solid
circles and data at x=D! 8 is represented by dashed lines and hollow
circles.

Fig. 8 Comparisons of the simulated and experimental helium mass concentration as a function of r=D: a) x=D! 4 and b) x=D! 8. Helium–air
simulations and experiments are represented by dashed lines and symbols, respectively.
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Dimensional units of Kelvin have not been normalized in order to
illustrate the differences in simulated temperatures of the various
Mj ! 0:9 jets. Only the cross-stream pro!les at x=D! 4 are shown.
The agreement is excellent at TTR! 1 but less satisfactory at
TTR! 3:6. The centerline temperatures from the simulation, like
those in Fig. 8 correspond to the experimental measurements. The
shear layer simulated values of temperature for the heated jets
diverge from the experiment for the heated cases by a small amount.
For the TTR! 3:6 case and at r=D! 0:75 the values diverge by as
much as 16%. For the TTR! 2:2 case the results diverge by as little
as 5%. Since the simulations are performed for a heated air jet and
corresponding simulated quantities are not calculated from the
helium–air concentration, this constitutes a very good validation of
the processing approach used for the experimental data as well as the
ability to properly simulate heat with the addition of helium.

Since the local speed of sound is calculated at each radial location
of the experimental data, local Mach number (M1) pro!les can be
compared with corresponding numerical simulations, as shown in
Fig. 10. Figure 10 shows the radial distribution ofM1 at x=D! 4 in
part (a) and x=D! 8 in part (b). Both the simulated heated air and
helium–air mixture results are also shown. On the nozzle lip line the
predictions match experiment. The simulations show a much larger
entrainment of the "ow than the experiment as shown near r=D!
0:8 at both streamwise locations. Potential core length of the
simulation is also much longer than the experiment causing values of
M1 to be arti!cially higher at x=D! 8. Trends of simulated M1

where the potential core meets the shear layer are also incorrect and

do not fall off in a smooth fashion as the Görtler function or the
experimental data. Heated simulations agree better with experi-
mental data for M1. This observation is in contrast to helium
concentration comparisons as shown in Fig. 8, where the heated
simulations compare less favorably relative to moderate or no
heating.

Schlieren images of theMj ! 1:5 jet operating on- and off-design
are obtained using helium–air mixtures to simulate the various TTR.
Corresponding images from numerical prediction can be constructed
by post processing the density "ow!eld. The process of constructing
numerical schlieren from steady RANS data is described in Miller
et al. [10]. A comparison of the supersonic Md ! 1:0, Mj ! 1:5,
TTR! 2:2 jet is shown in Fig. 11a. The top image in a) is produced
experimentally with a Z-type schlieren setup described in Veltin and
McLaughlin [18]. The images presented result from a large number
of spark schlieren images averaged in order to obtain a better
visualization of the shock-cell structure and spreading angle. As a
side effect, small-scale structures are less apparent. Averaging is not
required to produce numerical schlieren. The middle and bottom
image of part (a) is representative of the numerical schlieren. The
middle numerical schlieren uses heated air and the bottom image
shows the helium–air jet for a simulated TTR! 2:2. Qualitative
comparisons can be made by examining the images. In general the
on-design case shows good overall agreement with the experiment.
The shock-cell structure may be faintly seen in the experimental
schlieren but are much more apparent in the numerical simulation.
Wind-US inherently assumes that the boundary layer is turbulent and
never laminar and no-tripping of the boundary layer occurred in the
nozzle interior. This is obviously not representative of the physics of
these small jets with Reynolds number around 400,000 that possibly
possess laminar boundary layers within the entire nozzle length.
Since turbulent boundary layers have a different displacement
thickness than laminar ones, the simulation produces slight shocks
when operating atMj ! 1:5. The convergent-divergent nozzle used
in the experiment is designed to operatewith a fully-expanded jet and
a laminar boundary layer at Md ! 1:5. The shock-cell length also
exhibits a slight change when operating with a helium–air mixture.
Both jets are very close to Mj but are slightly different due to very
small variations in the "ow properties (such as a slightly decreased
viscosity due to a different gas species in the nozzle). The off-design
parameter of the shock-cell structure is extremely small.

A second schlieren comparison is made in Fig. 11b and illustrates
the heated off-design case ofMd ! 1:0,Mj ! 1:47, and TTR! 2:2.
The arrangement of the images are the same as in part (a). This case
uses the convergent nozzle in both the schlieren experiment and
simulations. The same method to produce the numerical schlieren of
Fig. 11a is also used here with the same continuous contours and
range. Excellent qualitative agreement may be observed with regard
to the shock-cell structure position between the predictions and
experimental results. Positions of these shocks are controlled mainly

Fig. 9 Temperature pro"les measured in theMj ! 0:9 jets at x=D! 4.
Heated simulations and experiments are represented by solid lines and
symbols, respectively.

Fig. 10 Mach number pro"les of the numerical and experimental data for theM ! 0:90 jet operating at various temperature ratios: a) radial location
x=D! 4 and b) radial location x=D! 8. Heated simulations, helium–air simulations, and experiments are represented by solid lines, dashed lines, and
symbols, respectively.
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by the inviscid terms of the model equations and boundaries by the
termination of the potential core in the cross-stream directions.
Though, from examinations of the simulations it is known that there
is more entrainment than in the experiment, as this phenomena is
controlled more so by viscous effects.

Mach number contour plots are created from the numerical results
of the Md ! 1:0, Mj ! 0:9, and TTR! 2:20 and Md ! 1:5,
Mj ! 1:5, andTTR! 3:6 jets. These are illustrated in Fig. 12. In part
(a) and (b) the top half plane is representative of a simulated heated air

result and the bottom half plane is the helium–air result. For the
Mj ! 0:9 jet the qualitative agreement between the two is excellent.
The core lengths and shear layer growth of both the heated air and
helium–air mixture are almost the same. The same agreement of core
length and shear layer growthmay also be seen in the supersonic case
of part (b), however, there is some slight discrepancy between the
shock-cell structures similar to the observation made from the
schlieren images. These once again, can be attributed to thicker
boundary layers and changes in ! due to helium in contrast to air. It is

Fig. 11 Comparisons of Z-type schlieren with numerically generated schlieren. The top images are produced by the Z-type experimental schlieren and
the middle and bottom are numerically generated results produced by heated air or helium–air mixtures, respectively.

Fig. 12 Contour plots ofM for the a)Md ! 1:0,Mj ! 0:90, TTR! 2:20 and b)Md ! 1:50,Mj ! 1:50, TTR! 3:60 jets. The top half planes, y> 0 are
contours of the heated simulated air jet while the bottom half planes, y< 0 are representative of contours of the helium–air jet.
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Fig. 13 Contour plots of the TKE. The top half planes show the heated air results and the bottom half planes show the helium–air simulated results:
a) Md ! 1:00, Mj ! 1:50, and TTR! 3:60 jet and b) Md ! 1:50, Mj ! 1:50, and TTR! 2:20 jet.

Fig. 14 Various centerline comparisons of TTR! 2:2 jets: —– air; —— helium–air.
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encouraging that the simulations of heated air and helium–air jets
agree, however, the differences between the predictions and
experiments remains as shown in the previous discussions.

Jet mixing and broadband shock-associated noise is closely tied to
the turbulence levels in jets. Therefore, it is constructive to examine
the differences of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) between heated
air and helium–air jets that simulate the same heated condition.
Figure 13 shows contour plots of TKE. The upper half planes are
contours of TKE of heated air simulations and the bottom half planes
are contours of TKE of helium–air simulations. Part (a) of the !gure
is theMd ! 1:00,Mj ! 1:50, and TTR! 3:60 jet and part (b) is the
Md ! 1:50, Mj ! 1:50, and TTR! 2:20 jet. The off-design jet
clearly has its TKE!eld effected by the shock-cell structurewhile the
jet operating on-design spreads smoothly due to an almost shockless
jet plume. Interestingly, the TKE is slightly higher and extends
further downstream in the helium–air off-design simulation than the
equivalent hot jet. This is in contrast to the on-design case where the
TKE is in much better agreement. The presence of shocks, which are
partially a function of !, effect the TKE contour !elds between
heated and helium–air jets. Though this effect is relatively small as
seen by looking at the contour levels of TKE. The levels of TKE in
part (a) far downstream can differ in the streamwise direction by up to
a jet diameter while in part (b) differ by as much as a tenth of a jet
diameter. There is no shock capturing scheme present inWind-US at
the time of the publication of this paper, which could potentially
vastly improve these results.

Centerline plots are produced for $1,U1, andM1 from simulations
ofMj ! 0:9 andMj ! 1:5 heated and heat-simulated jets at TTR!

2:2 and TTR! 3:6 in Figs. 14 and 15 respectively. In both !gures
the rows of sub!gures are representative of $1,U1, andM1 while the
columns correspond to the different operating conditions. Since the
helium–air concentrations are chosen to match the exit acoustic
Mach numberM1 for both TTRvalues, thevalues ofM1 at the exit of
the nozzle (x=D! 0) matches perfectly between the mixture and the
heated air simulations. For example, in part (g) of Fig. 14 M1 is
almost identical along the centerline axis. The same excellent
agreement can be seen in other cases also. Only for the supersonic
cases does the core extend slightly farther with the helium–air jets
compared with the heated air jets. As expected, comparisons of the
density for both temperature ratios and three corresponding jet
conditions do not exhibit the same level of agreement. This is due to
the fact previously stated that it is not possible to match both the
density and the Mach number. While these simulations are
performed by matchingM1 between heated air and helium–air jets,
the calculation could easily have been performed by matching the
exit densities. The values of the streamwise velocity, U1, on the
centerline agree very favorably for the subsonic case, as seen in
Figs. 14 and 15 for both TTR andMj values. These plots in particular
illustrate the slightly longer core lengths of the helium–air
simulations.

The centerline values of the supersonic on-design jet (Md!
Mj ! 1:5) with heated air and helium–air demonstrate that the core
lengths are nearly the same. Also, it can be seen in part (h) of both
!gures that the values of M1 at the jet exit have a very small
difference. The pattern of "uctuations in the centerlineMach number
for the supersonic on-design jet suggests that the helium–air jet is

Fig. 15 Various centerline comparisons of TTR! 3:6 jets: —– air; —— helium–air.
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slightly overexpanded while the heated air simulated jet is
underexpanded. Indeed, the rise or fall of velocity due to shocks or
Prandtl–Meyer expansion waves can be seen in the centerline plots.
These values of Mj at the jet exit are extremely close to the design
Mach numberMd ! 1:5. Their slight difference produces shock cells
of different lengths, as already observed from the schlieren images
and the Mach number contour plots. When examining the
discontinuities of M1 in part (h) of both Figs. 14 and 15, it appears
that there is an initial very strong shock.However, this is an artifact of
using the axisymmetric boundary condition where @P1=@r! 0. This
condition is theoretically true at a point; however, it is enforced in
CFD by using grid points that are on the centerline axis and the
corresponding grid points of the spatial discretization stencil in the
cross-stream direction. Therefore, there is a numerical effect of
broadening the region where @P1=@r! 0. This effect can be varied
by changing the grid spacing in the cross-stream direction near the
centerline, effectively causing a barrel shock that has the diameter on
the order of twice the distance from the centerline to the !rst grid
point in the cross-stream direction. To minimize this effect, the grid
point clustering in the cross-stream direction on the centerline axis
uses the same distribution as the nozzle wall at x=D! 0.

Conclusions
Experimental and numerical comparisons of the "ow properties of

high-speed helium–air mixture and heated air jets demonstrate
overall good agreement. There are some discrepancies between the
simulations and experiments that are mainly attributed to the lack of
good turbulence models for heated jet "ows. Flow!elds of helium–
air jets show properties that are very similar to heated air jet
measurements present in the literature. In particular, the TKE in both
cases is almost identical according to steady RANS predictions, and
are validated with corresponding experiments. An important result
that is shown is that the species concentration of helium varies
linearly in the cross-stream direction of the jet. Cross-stream
comparisons of helium–air concentrations from steady RANS
calculations and experiment show good agreement, especially for
moderately heated jets. The Menter SST turbulence model used in
the simulation is observed to underpredict the growth rate of the jet
for the lower jetMach number cases, leading to amisprediction of the
potential core length. However, the very good agreement between
simulated heated air and helium–air mixture jets provide a validation
of the frozen chemistry model used, as well as further evidence that
the helium addition does indeed providemean"owproperties similar
to heated air. Turbulent kinetic energy comparisons between the
simulations for on-design jets shows little variation. Some
differences are seen between the TKE for off-design supersonic
jets, but this is probably due to a lack of a shock capturing scheme.
Most importantly, the validation of the "ow!eld properties of high-
speed helum-air jets provides con!dence regarding the use of small-
scale anechoic facilities for heated jet noise research.

Appendix: Helium Mass Concentration
in Helium–Air Jets

In steady axisymmetric turbulent jets the conservation of
momentum in the x (streamwise) direction can be expressed as
follows:
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where 't represents the eddy viscosity, or the effective viscosity of a
turbulent "uid, and u and v are, respectively, the axial and radial
components of the velocity. Note that the normal stress contribution
is neglected. In subsonic jets and supersonic jets operating on-design
the static pressure at the nozzle exit is equal to the ambient pressure.
Thus the streamwise gradient of pressure can be neglected (@P=@x),
such that the right hand side term is dropped. Then, within the jet
mixing layer, three different phenomena can cause mixing of the jet
inner gas mixture with the ambient air: turbulent mixing, molecular

diffusion, and thermal diffusivity. Turbulent mixing can be
described, as shown bySpalding [19], using the conservation ofmass
of the entrained "ow. The resulting equation relates the mass
concentration of helium !He to the spatial velocity !eld:
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where Sct refers to the turbulence Schmidt number. When mixing
occurs via molecular and thermal diffusion (of helium), rather than
turbulent mixing, then the following equation, based on Fick’s law
and derived by Schlichting and Gersten [15] is used:
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whereD12 denotes the coef!cient of binary diffusion of helium in air
and kT the thermal diffusion ratio. However, even though the jets of
interest are not isothermal, they are unheated and therefore do not
have large enough temperature gradients to produce appreciable
thermal diffusion relative to other mechanisms. The thermal
diffusion term can therefore be neglected. The remaining molecular
diffusivity term is compared with the right hand side term of
Eq. (A2). The coef!cient of molecular diffusion of helium in air is a
known quantity, with value D12 ’ 62:10%6 m2=s at ambient
conditions. Therefore, the term $D12 is of the order of magnitude
10%4. Also, the turbulent kinematic viscosity (t can be estimated, as
shown by Schlichting and Gersten [15] and by Spalding [19] as
(t ! 0:026 * r0:5 *Uc, where r0:5 is the half velocity point andUc is
the centerline velocity of the jet. This leads to a dynamic viscosity't

with an order of magnitude 10%1 for the jets considered
(D! 0:0127 m and Uj ! 300 to 600 m=s). Using an estimated
value of 0.7 for the turbulent Schmidt number, Sct, as suggested by
Panchapakesan and Lumley [20], the constant in the right hand side
of Eq. (A2) has an order of magnitude of 10%1. This is much higher
than the order of magnitude 10%4 obtained for the molecular
diffusion. Therefore, molecular diffusion is neglected, which leaves
turbulent mixing as the dominant mechanism by which helium is
radially transported in the jet shear layer and plume. Equations (A1)
and (A2) are therefore the only equations to consider. Previous
studies [20,21] have shown that while the value of Sct varies across
the shear layer, a constant value of 0.7 can be used and produces
adequate concentration estimates. Therefore, Sct is assumed
constant and moved outside the partial derivatives. It was also shown
by Spalding [19] that the turbulence viscosity 't is quasi constant
until the half velocity point and decreases slowly further outward.
Therefore, the derivative of'twith respect to radial displacement can
be neglected, especially compared with the large velocity gradient
through the mixing layer.'t is therefore moved outside of the partial
derivatives. Furthermore, assuming themass concentration of helium
can be expressed as a sole function of the local "ow velocityU1, the
chain rule for partial derivative can be applied to Eq. (A2), and then
combined with Eq. (A1). These mathematical operations yield
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To obtain a solution for this second order differential equation the
functionU1"r#must be known. It was observed in past experimental
studies [17] that the velocity pro!le in a jet follows a Görtler error
function distribution, with amplitude proportional to the jet velocity
Uj. The !rst and second derivative of such a function is also
proportional to Uj. As a result, the second term of Eq. (A4) is
proportional to the square of themean velocity, whichmeans the !rst
term can be neglected. Equation (A4) then reduces to a simple linear
variation of themass concentration of heliumwith respect to velocity.
Following this development, reduction of the pressure data is
performed with the underlying assumption that the helium
concentration varies linearly with local velocity. Numerical and
experimental results shown in this paper show the validity of this
argument.
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As seen in the result part of the body of themanuscript, thevelocity
data obtained from experiment can be modeled by an error function.
Therefore, the !rst and second derivative of the velocity pro!le with
respect to radial distance can easily be computed. In the previous
section, Eq. (A4) is solved bymaking the assumption that the second
derivative of the velocity pro!le is negligible compared with the
square of its !rst derivative. The two quantities can be compared by
plotting their ratio, as shown in Fig. A1. It is obvious from this plot
that for any value # comprised between %0:7 and 0.7 the ratio
mentioned preceding is greater than 10. Since this # range
corresponds to thewholemixing layer, this demonstrates that the!rst
term of Eq. (A4) can indeed be neglected, leading to a helium
concentration that varies linearly with the streamwise velocity.

It is noteworthy to mention that the same result can be obtained by
making the assumption that the Schmidt number is unity throughout
the mixing layer. However, since evidence [20,21] exist for the
Schmidt number to have a different value (0.7), making such an
assumption raises question as to the validity of the results. The
approach described tries to rely on assumptions that are justify by
experimental evidence so as to gain more faith in the validity of the
results.
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